Property Developers Forum Meeting

Agenda
8:30 – 10:30 am, 02 February 2017
Priority One Boardroom, 29 Grey Street, Tauranga
SmartGrowth Developers Forum
Terms of Reference
1. Purpose
The purpose of the Property Development Forum (‘the forum’) is to draw on existing experience and to positively contribute to
the ongoing evolution and success of the SmartGrowth Strategy (‘the strategy’) as it undergoes its first full review and enters
the second decade of its long term 50 year planning horizon.
The forum will enable direct property industry participation in the strategy review and subsequent strategy implementation in
order to provide vital private sector input, in collaboration with the strategy partners and lead agencies into the wide range of
challenges faced in the sub-region, including specific input into:







Land use and urban form, including the RPS and resulting City and District Plan responses.
Infrastructure planning, funding and implementation.
Housing affordability.
Development viability.
Economic growth.

2. Role
The role of the Property Development Forum (‘the forum’) is as follows:
a)

Review of SmartGrowth Strategy
The forum will have direct input into the following aspects of the strategy review:







b)

The review project brief.
The review scope.
Research identification, scoping and implementation.
Representation and participation in the various strategy review work streams and associated workshops.
The Settlement Pattern Review.
The draft Strategy Review.

On-going SmartGrowth Strategy Input

Following the strategy review the Forum will have ongoing input into the strategy implementation including the following
specific aspects:
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3.

Providing input and feedback in respect of partner projects relating to strategy actions where such input is
sought by the Implementation Management Group (IMG) projects
Monitoring of strategy actions.
The development of statutory and non statutory policies by the SmartGrowth Partners that either arise from the
strategy or have the potential to impact on the strategy.
SmartGrowth representations to regional and national forums and central government.

Membership

The Property Development Forum (‘the forum’) membership consists of representation from the following property industry
sectors:








4.

Property Industry Representative Organisations eg Property Council of New Zealand.
Landowners / Developers.
Land Developers and Subdividers.
Property Developers – Residential and Commercial.
Property Industry - Management Consultancies.
Property Industry – Professional Services Consultancies.
Building Contractors – Residential and Commercial.
Other SmartGrowth Forums and the SmartGrowth Implementation Management Group (IMG) – Linkages and
Reporting

In order to provide transparency, a member (an alternate can be appointed) of the other SmartGrowth Forums and the IMG (as
selected by those groups) will be invited to attend and participate in the Property Development Forum meetings.
For consistency, only the members nominated by each individual forum / group shall attend these meetings. These members
will be able to report back to their respective forum / groups on the Property Development Forum meetings.
A reciprocal arrangement will also apply allowing the Property Development Forum to appoint a member (alternate can be
appointed) to attend and contribute to the Strategic Partner Forum.
Meeting minutes and reports for each of the forums will be circulated to the other forums.
5. SmartGrowth Implementation Committee (SGIC) – Linkages and Reporting
The forum members are able to present to the Implementation Committee at any of the
formal meetings with agreement of SGIC Chair and at any agreed workshops, held between SGIC and the forum. Every six
months SGIC has a workshop with the individual forums to discuss a range of matters and issues.
The minutes of the forum meetings are provided to SGIC as part of the regular reporting process and any particular issues are
drawn out and highlighted in the bi-monthly report presented to SGIC by the Independent Chair and Implementation Adviser.
The minutes are also provided to the SmartGrowth IMG for information and for actioning of any particular matters.
6. Information Provision and Feedback
Relevant draft reports, ideas, submissions, and proposed initiatives are provided to the Forum for discussion and input prior to
matters going to SGIC. These may be part of a meeting agenda item, or if between meetings, circulated by email to the Forum
Chair, for feedback.
7. Meeting Attendance and Presentations
The Independent Chair and Implementation Advisor may attend meetings from time to time, provide written reports, advice
and seek input on various matters. There are also a range of presentations on matters of interest to SmartGrowth
implementation and to Forum members.
SGIC members may also be invited to attend the Forum from time to time.
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1. Apologies

Chair

2. Previous Minutes and Actions (Paper A)

Chair

3. Update on Compact City Project and Advisory panel
4. The Infrastructure Development Code Review Project - Update (Paper B)
5. Update on Regional Council activities

Michael Tucker or
Doug Spittle
Chair
James Low

6. Action 11A4 – Combined Consultation Policy update - to be tabled

Shad Rolleston

7. National Policy Statement (NPS) on Urban Development Capacity
Release of final NPS (Paper C)

Ken Tremaine

8. Update re The Housing We Need – Sector conversation

Karen Summerhays

9. Position Paper Update (Paper D) incl timeline and streamlined approach update

Karen Summerhays

10. New SmartGrowth Structure Diagram (Paper E)

Karen Summerhays

11. General Business and recommendations to SmartGrowth Leadership Group

Chair
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Paper A
SmartGrowth Property Developers Forum
Priority One Boardroom, 29 Grey Street, Tauranga - Thursday 10th November 8:30-10:30am
Jeff Fletcher (Chair), Craig Batchelar, Karen Summerhays, Megan Rumble, Grant Downing, Rachael Emerson, Jeff Hextall, Andrew Collins
Present
Also present: Janine Speedy (TCC), Doug Spittle (TCC), Michael Tucker (TCC), Andries Cloete (WBOPDC), Christine Jones (TCC), Che Hedges
(TCC)
Apologies

David Needham, Scott Hamilton, Dwayne Roper, Colin Booth, Phillip Martelli, Brian Stevenson

Previous minutes and
matters arising
Action
Election of Property
Developers Forum chair
The Infrastructure
Development Code
review project

Update
Update

Action
Advisory panel to
Compact City Project

Update

The previous 8 September minutes were accepted by the forum.
The previous actions were completed – Karen to follow up with Regional Council on who can provide regular plan change
updated as well as detail around floodable areas and sea level rise.
Karen to follow up with Regional Council on who can provide regular plan change updated as well as detail around
floodable areas and sea level rise.
Karen S announced Jeff Fletcher as the continuing chair of the Property Developers Forum for 2017.
Christine Jones and Che Hedges provided an overview on the review and the five work streams:
1st –areas for improvement – 500 areas identified which are being prioritised
2nd – density/intensification
3rd –resource consents and IDC
4th and 5th – external/internal sign off of departures from the IDC
45 areas have been identified in the first stream as ‘quick wins’ that don’t necessarily need consultation.
It was noted that Property Developers involvement will be needed and once the scoping work has been done Che and
Christine will communicate via a timeline.
It was queried how this relates to the work the building team are doing? It was noted that the building team have submitted
on this – key stakeholders are being identified and they are one.
Che noted that he would like to provide a bit more ‘why’ to assist the industry in understanding.
It was queried if there has been a joint review with Western Bay? Christine advised not at this stage but this has been sent it
to them and are very happy for them to use it – the priority is to get it improved to a high quality for Tauranga initially.
Christine also provided an update on the Dust Suppression Policy. No feedback was received. The PDF are happy for
Christine to proceed.
Update on the Infrastructure Development Code review project to be brought to each PDF meeting – written or verbal.
Michael Tucker and Doug Spittle were present to speak to the forum. As part of advancing the Compact City Project it has
been split into different tasks – City Centre, City Living Zone (first phase and focus) and Suburban Zone. Michael and Doug
advised they are keen to get some external advice from property developers via a working group of people who understand
the space and then set up provisions for each of the zones. Doug will be leading this and would look at setting up an
advisory panel. Looking for a range of views from different representatives. Doug will be working through in the next

SmartGrowth PDF Draft Meeting Minutes 10th November 2016
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Action

Western Bay plan
change update

Update

Tauranga City plan
change update

Update

Action 11A4 – Combined
Consultation Policy
update

Discussion

month how exactly it will be framed up but looking at weekly or fortnightly meetings. Doug noted three representatives
from this group would be ideal. The forum noted monthly meetings could work well given everyone’s workloads currently.

Jeff F to speak with Andrew and Craig around team members who may be suitable to represent on the CC
Advisory Panel.

Doug Spittle to provide a brief to Megan for circulation to the forum post note: circulated to PDF 15 Nov.

Updates on the CC Advisory Panel to be provided at each PDF meeting.
Andries Cloete was present to provide an update.
Plan change 75-80 – submissions closed on Monday. Mainly submissions received on 75 Te Puke and floodable areas.
Area 3 structure plan – southern side of Mcloughlan Drive – a few submissions received.
Plan change 76 – few submissions received there also.
Financial contributions became operative on Friday – encouraging smaller lots. Have to align in order to meet density
requirements. Recreation and leisure – fixed amount. Rules apply to Te Puke, Omokoroa, Katikati, Waihi Beach (incl.
Athenree etc) When you increase to 15 d/ha – may require a special assessment for anything greater than this due to pressure
on infrastructure. With smaller lots can come bad design. Loss of backyards/social space due to front yard requirements.
Andries noted planning for an 8-year-old and an 80-year-old is important to them and it needs to start right at the beginning.
Andries is involved with a project working toward encouraging shared spaces within residential areas. Western Bay are
putting more time and thinking into subdivision from a social point of view. Andries advised he is holding a workshop next
week around raising awareness of the social importance in development, working with surveyors to give assurance that it is
ok to do something different and that the engineering standards can be maintained but with a shared space. There are lots of
examples nationally and internationally.
It was noted that Hobsonville Point is a good example of community/shared space and it does seem to be working really
well there.
It was noted that there seems to be multiple projects/initiatives working toward a similar end result and shouldn’t these join
up?
It was confirmed that everyone is thinking about the housing issue which has multiple strands. It is about how this is brought
together. It was noted that there need to be an assessment done to see where there is overlaps and where this is gaps.
Janine Speedy provided an update:
Tauriko business estate: submission received – aiming for hearings early next near.
Plan change 25 – Wairakei urban growth area – aiming for hearings early next year.
SHA – extended to 2019 – going to council 6 December to discuss and get sign off on the new accord. Janine is happy to
meet if there are any developers would like considered.
Jeff F noted the paper from Shad around outcomes of the workshop CTWF had with the three councils on the combined
consultation policy.
Key outcomes were that BOPRC are to adopt TCC and WBOPDC contact databases for Iwi and Hapu areas of interest. This
is positive and provides a level of consistency.
It was noted that the Property Developers Forum support this subject to the accuracy of the two databases.
It was noted how important it is that updates are communicated.
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Action
NPS on Urban
Development Capacity –
release of final NPS
The ‘Housing we Need’
workshop

Update

Discussion

Action
General Business

Jeff Hextall noted some examples of inconsistencies. It was agreed these would be emailed to Megan for follow up with
Shad/TCC.

Action 11A4 - Combined Consultation Policy update to remain on future agendas.

Jeff Hextall to email Megan discrepancies. Post note: forwarded onto Shad for his follow up 15 Nov.
Jeff F noted that this has been gazetted and will take effect on 1 December.
There is further work to happen. Ken Tremaine is working on SmartGrowth’s approach.
Karen S spoke about the possible PDF led workshop with a focus on raising awareness around universal design principles
and how the principles are incorporate into the various housing typologies.
It was queried how this fits in with everything else that is happening around housing at present. Jeff confirmed he is really
supportive of this workshop taking place but feels some further thinking and discussion is needed around how all of these
workstreams fit into the bigger housing picture and then how they can be coordinated.
It was noted from the forum that this workshop is really worth doing if the conversation is about the roles and whose
responsibility. Needs to be a real mixture of organisations, designers everyone on the ground.
Being able to show good visual outcomes of this happening elsewhere is essential. How it can be done and how it can be
successful.
Ockham Residential in Auckland was noted and that people are looking for a market edge. This is going to apply here more
and more.
The Property Developers Forum are happy for this to be a forum led initiative with support from Karen. Conversations to
take place at the first meeting next year around how this fits into the bigger picture and how it is prioritized (with Bernie’s
involvement). It was agreed that a schedule/matrix is needed around the housing and urban outcomes we need – what actions
are happening to inform and deliver.
The ‘Housing we Need’ workshop discussion topic to be on the agenda for February 2017 agenda.
Jeff F noted that this is Megan Rumble’s last meeting as she is starting maternity leave next week.

Meeting Closed: 10:34am Next Forum meeting: 8:30am – 10:30am on Thursday 2nd February 2017, Priority One Boardroom.
PROPERTY DEVELOPERS FORUM OUTSTANDING ACTIONS LIST
Action No:
1.
2.
3.

Meeting
November
November
November

Description
Karen to follow up with Regional Council on who can provide regular plan change updated as well as detail around floodable areas and sea level rise.
Update on the Infrastructure Development Code review project to be brought to each PDF meeting – written or verbal.
Jeff F to speak with Andrew and Craig around team members who may be suitable to represent on the CC Advisory Panel.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

November
November
November
November
November

Doug Spittle to provide a brief to Megan for circulation to the forum post note: circulated to PDF 15 Nov.
Updates on the CC Advisory Panel to be provided at each PDF meeting.
Action 11A4 - Combined Consultation Policy update to remain on future agendas.
Jeff Hextall to email Megan discrepancies. Post note: forwarded onto Shad for his follow up 15 Nov.
The ‘Housing we Need’ workshop discussion topic to be on the agenda for February 2017 agenda.
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Paper B
IDC Review Project - Summary Update
The following applies to Project 1 only of the IDC Review Project:









All 34 Issues of feedback categorised as “Not To Scope” for the IDC Project (e.g. are not the IDC’s
area to resolve), have been allocated to other Council staff within the appropriate area of
business for their consideration. These are generally issues relating to the City Plan or Building
Consent.
All 67 Issues categorised as “Quick Wins” have been resolved or reallocated to other
workstreams within Project 1. These are issues that were deemed simple to fix, with no
requirement for consultation. They are generally a clarification, an option or a generic clause.
All other feedback has been prioritised. The top priority topics have been allocated to
workstreams as follows:
o Water Supply: Pipework / Operational Fittings / Service Connections
o Stormwater: Ground Soakage / Sumps / Manholes & Chambers (incl Wastewater)
o Transportation: Carriageway / Safety Audit / Vehicle Crossings
o Geotechnical: DS-10 review
o Parks & Recreation: Identify further improvement areas
o Individual Projects: IDC Philosophy / Easements & Land-locking / Public Lighting / Street
Naming / Website / Building Consent Prior to s224.
The response to these issues commences with a collaborative relationship with industry Subject
Matter Experts to obtain opinion and technical recommendation.
o Collaboration work on Water Supply: Pipework and Stormwater: Sumps / Manholes &
Chambers (incl Wastewater) commences 26 Jan 2017.
The online IDC will undergo a format change in the next couple of months to improve web
format and usability.

Items For Review That Will Interest Developers
The following will be of particular interest to Developers. Most of these issues are yet to be investigated
therefore no decisions have been made and this information is not to be taken as the final answer:







Transportation Safety Audit: Investigate the requirement for safety audits on all projects,
whether Council or Development (subdivision) Projects. Changes to the Health & Safety Act and
best practice require this to be looked at.
Easements & Land-locking: Investigate an easement requirement for all cases where public or
utility infrastructure is located within private land. Provide clarity on the provision for ensuring
infrastructure connection is available for neighbouring developments (that are yet to develop).
Street Naming: Clarify street naming requirements and the timing of street name submission to
tie in with Development Works Approval.
Building Consent Prior to s224: Investigate the need, use and impact of the AC-6 Certificate.
Development Works Approval Report: Provide a report template for Consultants to use to
promote improved consistency of reporting, removal of multiple checklists and improved quality
vs time for application processing.
QA-6 Bonds & Maintenance Fee: Introduce a new section to clarify when a bond is appropriate
and how to calculate it. Clarify when a Maintenance Fee (in lieu of Bond) is appropriate and how
to do this. This will complete work undertaken with a selection of Developers who approached
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Council on this subject. Please pass my general thanks to them for their involvement and
proactive approach. (they know who they are).
Geotechnical: Review DS-10 Natural Hazards & Earthworks. Includes investigation and
understanding of Building Services information that was released recently.
Waste Minimisation: Introduce a generic clause on the topic of Waste Minimisation. Encourage
Developers and Practitioners to start considering this as part of their normal business. Council
will (in time) introduce more information (guidance and eventually requirements) to support the
objectives set out in the Waste Minimisation Plan.
DS-12 (NEW): Provide a section that gives guidance on the engineering issues Council typically
faces at Building Consent time.

The aim is to release this work as it is completed. The target for all high priority topics is to complete
them by 1 July 2017.
Project 2 IDC Response to Intensification
Yet to be fully scoped.
Project 3 Asset Manager / Key Staff Involvement in the Resource Consent Process
Sam Hurley (TCC Policy Planner) has recently been appointed the Project Lead for this project. This is
primarily an internal Council “people and process” project. Developer feedback may be requested as this
project evolves.
Project 4 & 5 – Internal / External Compliance with the IDC
Yet to be fully scoped. Likely to occur after Project 1 is completed.
I hope this provides an adequate update for the group. Developers are welcome to contact me at any
time to discuss these issues. Formal consultation will be undertaken when required by GEN-5 of the IDC
or where I believe it’s in our best interests to do so i.e. to create a better understanding between
parties.

Regards

Ché Hedges | Infrastructure Engineer |
Tauranga City Council | 07 577 7000 | 027 453 5454 | Che.Hedges@tauranga.govt.nz | www.tauranga.govt.nz
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Paper C

Forum

SmartGrowth Property Developers

Committee Meeting Date

02 February 2017

Author (s)

Ken Tremaine, Strategic Advisor

Purpose

Outline the approach of the Settlement Pattern Review
implementation and National Policy Statement on Urban
Development Capacity project plans

SPR and NPS Projects
Introduction
Two significant processes have begun in 2016 which have an impact on the SmartGrowth
Settlement Pattern and how it is implemented. The first is the completion of phase 1 of the
SmartGrowth Settlement Pattern Review (SPR) and the adoption of the recommended
approach by the SmartGrowth Implementation Committee in August last year. The second
was the introduction of the National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity
(NPS). Both of these exercises relate to development capacity and the future urban form of
the sub-region. They are also linked through common implementation tools.
The detailed implementation work on both the SPR and the NPS is largely being undertaken
by the individual partners. However, SmartGrowth has an important overview and
coordination role. Because of the linked nature of the SPR and NPS processes, the two projects
will be run together as much as possible.
A project plan has been recently been prepared in order to set out what needs to be done
from a SmartGrowth overview perspective to implement both the SPR and the NPS
requirements. It is being overseen by the Chief Executives Advisory Group and the Strategic
Group though they have yet to discuss and agree the document.
The overarching aim of the project is to implement the SPR across the SmartGrowth
partnership and thereby ensure timely development capacity in the next 10 to 30 years, and
to meet the NPS requirements.
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Key Timeframes and Milestones
There are some key timeframes that the two projects need to meet, these are as follows:

SPR

NPS

Task

Timeframe

Structure planning for the confirmed growth
areas and development of planning framework

Early 2018

Public notification of plan changes

Mid 2018

Sufficient development capacity, infrastructure
to support development, providing housing
choice, respond when capacity insufficient

Immediate and ongoing

Monitor market indicators

1 June 2017

Begin to use indicators of price inefficiency

31 December 2017

Housing and business development capacity
assessment

31 December 2017

Ensuring sufficient capacity and enabling
development

Response initiated within 12
months (ie before 31
December 2018)

Future development strategy

31 December 2018

Set minimum targets in District Plans and
Regional Policy Statement

31 December 2018

Collaboration
The SPR project has been a collaborative effort between the SmartGrowth partner councils,
NZTA, tāngata whenua (through the SGIC and CTWF), the SmartGrowth partner forums and
the Bay of Plenty District Health Board (DHB). It is intended that the implementation of the
SPR and the NPS projects will continue this collaborative approach.
The SmartGrowth partner forums will help significantly in terms of obtaining wider
stakeholder input into implementation of the SPR and the NPS.
There is a considerable amount of work required over the next two years to implement the
SPR and the NPS. It is important that the SmartGrowth partners work together to share
responsibilities and contribute resources. A cross partnership Technical Implementation
Group has been set up to ensure good technical input and effective collaboration.
The SmartGrowth Leadership Group’s role in this process is to:



Be responsible for overseeing the SPR and NPS project outputs.
Make key decisions in relation to this Project.

2
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Receive reports on progress and/or important information from the Strategic
Advisor and Implementation Manager.

Risks
The following are the foreseeable risks to both the SPR and NPS projects, and the proposed
mitigation.

Risk

Mitigation

1. Volume of resources required

Sharing responsibility for the projects across
the partners
Each partner being responsible for sufficient
resourcing
Using consultant resources when needed
Narrowing the scope of what needs to be
done and avoiding rework
Build on existing work
Working with other local authorities /
growth areas eg the Future Proof sub-region
and Auckland so that resources can be
shared
Obtaining partner commitment to a joined
up project and its implementation

2. The amount of partner and consultant Using the skills across the partnership
skill required to complete the tasks
Identifying early on where we have gaps and
seeking skilled resources to close these
3. Ineffective engagement

Testing policies and targets with key
partners prior to adoption

4. Completing and sustaining the SPR Ensure that relationship agreement
relationship agreements (noting that these objectives, outcomes and principles are
involve considerable developer funding)
built into both the SPR and NPS projects
Regular reporting on implementation of the
agreements
Aligning partner outcomes with developer
expectations
Application of SmartGrowth principles
5. Meeting the timeframes, tasks taking Regular reporting / monitoring of tasks and
longer to complete than anticipated and milestones
what this means

3
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Investigating additional growth areas
(Action 21B(1) of the SmartGrowth Strategy
- assess identified and possible future urban
growth areas)
CEAG oversight
6. Managing the parallel workstreams

TIG oversight of the technical work
SmartGrowth Strategic Group responsibility
for both workstreams
Regular reporting

7. Insufficient guidance provided for NPS Liaise / work with other local authorities /
implementation
growth areas eg the Future Proof sub-region
and Auckland
Build on the information that exists
8. Difficulties ensuring that there is timely Continue to look at funding tools, including
and affordable infrastructure to support the Government’s Housing Infrastructure
development capacity
Fund
Ensure that infrastructure
understood early

needs are

Progress
Work is already underway on both the SPR and NPS implementation projects. To date the
following has occurred:







Project plans have been completed for SPR implementation
A Technical Advisory Group is being set up for progressing both the SPR and NPS
projects
Responses to the SmartGrowth Partner Forums on their SPR input papers.
A comprehensive gap analysis between current approaches and the new NPS
requirements has been completed by TCC along with a detailed project plan
TCC has begun scoping the new NPS monitoring requirements
Initial contact with the Future Proof sub-region in the Waikato so that information
can be shared

Recommendations
That the SmartGrowth Property Developers Forum
1. Note that SmartGrowth will be overseeing and facilitating the Settlement Pattern
Review and National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity
implementation projects.
2. Note the risks and the proposed mitigation.
3. Note the progress made to date on these projects.
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Paper D

Timeframes and Process for Position Paper responses1
Key tasks

1

Organisation

Key dates

Council information populated in Response
Tables (first draft).

Partner Councils

End November 2016

Develop first cut of information.
Further iterations as required - may require
more information, resolve any conflicting
information, add input from other key
stakeholders.

SmartGrowth (and
partner Councils)

October – December
2016.

Update on Response progress.
Discuss and agree on proposed process and
timeframes for reporting back.

IMG

1 November 2016

Update Forums on Position Paper Response
Framework.
Report on agreed process and timeframes for
reporting back.

Forums

November 2016

Update on Response progress.
Discuss proposed format for reporting back.

IMG

6 December 2016

Include reference to this process in general
SGIC
SmartGrowth overview (recognising that there
are other post-election priorities for this
meeting)

14 December 2016

Include reference to this process in work
programme and project planning discussion.
Present draft Response information (based on
staff feedback).

SGIC

15 February 2017

Workshop Response information with
Councils.

TCC/WBOPDC

March 2017

Joint hui (format to be determined).
Discuss Response information.
Feedback on Response information.
Identify further areas of action or interest
from Forums.

Forums

March/April 2017

Workshop and discussion on Response
information.
Discuss Forum feedback.
Identify areas of further work required.

SGIC workshop plus
Forum chairs.

19 April 2017

SmartGrowth Strategic 27 February 2017
Group (formerly IMG)

Agreed to at the 1 November 2016 IMG meeting and updated 14/12/2016 with confirmed meeting dates
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Paper E

SmartGrowth
Leadership
Group
(SLG)

Independent
Chair

•

•

•

Chief Executives’
Advisory Group
(CEAG)
SmartGrowth
(Managers)
Strategic Group
(SSG)

Specialist/
wellbeings
advice

Implementation
Manager

•

Co-ordinator/office

•

Strategic Advisor

•

Partner staff/
consultancy
support

•

Tu Pakari Advisor

•

Technical
Implementation
Groups (TIGs)

•

Partner Forums

Key Partners
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